The Proof Animation 2.1 product family provides our customers with the tools for animating a vast array of applications.
INTRODUCTION
Animation software has been around for many years; the concept is not new. Animation is often considered a requirement to a simulation study because it is a meaningful, proven way to show results to an audience with varied backgrounds.
As more animation products enter the market, a user must make sure that the product purchased can meet the task at hand, as well as any future projects. Some animation software is limited to a single type of application. Moreover, these animation packages may only be useful for a specific type of problem within that application.
In almost any application, there are many areas that benefit from simulation and animation. These can range from capacity analysis to scheduling, staffing, and more. Some application-specific animation software may not be able to handle the full range of problems even within a specific application.
Buying single-application animation software can be costly, especially if a user does projects within a wide range of applications. Proof Animation is a powerful general purpose animation tool. It is not tied to a specific area or application. Proof Animation can be used to animate the full range of applications from areas such as Business Process Reengineering to the classic applications such as healthcare, manufacturing, and traffic. The size of the system to be animated is not an issue when using Proof
Animation.
There are versions of Proof Animation that can be used to animate small to mid-size systems as well as a version to handle the largest systems. A user may want to add animation to an already existing model. Since time is rarely unconstrained, he or she does not want to have to change any existing and valid model logic to make the animation look realistic.
Some animation tools are so limited that it is difficult or even impossible to produce an animation that can mimic the motion of the real-world system. Wolverine Software Corporation's goal has always been to design animation software that is easy to use and able to produce realistic animations that help sell the results of simulation projects.
Another issue in animating existing models is interoperability.
Can the animation software work with the existing simulation software? Proof Animation can be paired with most simulation and programming software.
The user can continue to use the modeling tool with which the existing models were written. Proof Animation 2.1 has an advanced feature set unparalleled in its ability to meet the challenges of animating today's complex systems while keeping ease of use a top priority.
In the following sections we describe the products, discuss their design, give an overview of how they are used, and describe the advanced features. 
Post-Processor Animation
The second of the two design features that make Proof
Animation compatible with other software is that it is a post-processing animation package. Post-processing means that it runs after the simulation has executed. Both the layout and trace files must exist before invoking Proof Animation.
They cannot be written and read concurrently. Two great advantages result from the postprocessing approach. First, PC hardware is not shared between the simulation and the animation. This leaves the entire CPU for running the animation. Second, it provides the abilities to jump back and forth in time during the animation playback, to speed up or slow down the viewing speed, or show all or a specific portion of an animation. These features make it easy to investigate unusual system behavior or highlight points of interest.
Vector-Based Geometry
In the Proof Animation product family all layout file information is based on vector geometry. Vector-based descriptions are automatically mapped into the screen's pixels to build the image. One of the advantages of this approach is that layouts can be much larger than a single screen. With the ability to zoom in or out and pan, larger layouts are easily navigated to show the overall layout or zoomed in to whatever level of detail is necessary.
Vector-based geometry also provides the ability to have moving objects realistically rotate around corners instead of the sliding effect to which other animation packages are limited.
Another advantage of vector-based geometry is that many CAD packages are capable of producing standard vector-based .DXF files. In many cases, a CAD drawing already exists for the system to be animated.
If that is the case, the effort of redrawing an entire layout can be avoided. Proof Animation's built-in CAD Import/Export feature provides the capability to convert industrystandard .DXF files into Proof Animation layout files, and vice versa. Credibility of the study is enhanced when viewers see a familiar CAD drawing of the system integrated into the animation. 
Smooth Motion
The maximum performance design of Proof Animation achieves very smooth motion. Proof Animation maintains this smooth motion by updating or refreshing the screen 60-70 times per second. Other software can often sustain refresh rates of only 5-10 updates per second.
The ultimate purpose of an animation is to achieve a realistic depiction of the system being studied, allowing the audience to gain confidence in the results of the simulation study.
Objects that move smoothly across the screen are more realistic than those that jump across the screen. The class definition also includes the initial properties such as physical clearances, color, and speed of the individual objects. Each animation will usually have a collection of object classes.
It is helpful to think of an object class as the template from which the individual objects are made. An individual object is based on the single geometric description of a particular object class. There can bean arbitrary number of objects, such as widgets, in the system at once, but there need be only one widget object class. Motion and color-changing commands in the trace file operate on objects.
The drawn background components, produced in Draw Mode, cannot be moved or changed. If dynamic changes in background elements are required, the appropriate components must first be defined as object classes and can then be created and positioned directly in Draw Mode. Objects that are created and placed in the layout while the user is drawing the background are called layout objects. Layout objects enable a user to scale and position the objects into the layout while having the background components visible as reference points.
While the animation is running, layout objects can be manipulated using trace file commands. For example, if an idle machine is shown as green and a busy machine as red, the machine must first be defined as an object class. Objects from that class can k created and placed as part of the layout file, and their color can be changed while the animation is executing.
Defining Paths
Proof Animation provides two kinds of motion: absolute and guided. Absolute motion, specified by the MOVE trace file command, causes an object to be moved between two points. Guided motion always occurs along a fixed route, called a path. If objects will follow guided motion, such as travel on conveyors or along guide wires, the next step in the animation development is to use Path Mode to define one or more paths.
Paths are comprised of lines and arcs that represent the route that the objects will follow. This underlying geometry must first be drawn using Draw Mode or imported from CAD. The logical path segments are then defined on top of the existing lines and arcs. A single line or arc can be part of one or more paths. Once defined, paths are saved as part of the layout file.
Using paths is very simple because Proof Animation does all the work. The most commonly used trace file path command is PLACE objectID ON path.
Once an object is placed on a path, it will follow that path until it visually comes to rest at the end of the path or until it is PLACEd elsewhere or DESTROYed. Paths play an especially important part in transportation, product flow, and material handling animations.
Writing the Trace File
The next step in the animation development is producing the animation trace file. Trace files consist of very readable ASCII commands. Trace tiles are time ordered. That means the specific animation events take place between TIME commands. Consider the following portion of a trace file TIME 34.6 CREATE PLANE 1 PLACE 10N RUNWAY3 SET 1 SPEED 75 TIME 52.8
It is very easy to visualize the results of these commands.
At time 34.6, an object with an id number of 1 is created with geometry and properties inherited from class PLANE. This object will appear on screen at the beginning of a path named RUNWAY3 and begin moving along the path. The speed at which object 1 will move is set to 75 units of distance per unit of simulated time. These units are user-determined, e.g. feet and seconds.
Proof Animation will continue reading trace file commands until it reads the TIME 52.8 command, signaling the end of the events that are to begin at time 34.6. It is very easy to produce simple trace files with any ASCII editor. For most applications, it is impractical to create trace files by hand. Using a simulation model or program to generate the trace file is usually the only viable approach. In order to produce a trace file, output statements are inserted into the simulation model to write the appropriately formatted commands. The Proof Animation trace file command set has been designed to be easily generated.
Any language with the ability to write a formatted ASCII file is capable of producing a trace ffle.
Building a Presentation
As The high resolution picks up minute details in the layout and the objects of an animation. It is ideal for presentations, especially when displayed on large monitors.
High-Color Proof
High-Color has 640x480 resolution which is higher than the 640x350 standard versions of Proof. High-Color, with its 8-bit color, offers the user a unique set of features.
The most noticeable feature is the expanded color palette containing 24 foreground colors and 8 background colors. The background colors consist of 7 layout colors and 1 backdrop color.
The background colors do not interfere with the foreground colors and therefore give a user much more flexibility when drawing the static background portion of the layout. With more colors from which to choose, the background can be drawn with more detail without sacrificing the color integrity. Textual messages can be incorporated into object classes. Each object created from that class will carry its own messages. The text displayed in the messages can be changed using the WRITE trace file command. Messages can be used to visually differentiate objects that are otherwise identicat in appearance.
Features Affecting Object Movement
When an object is placed on a path, that object is positioned on the path at the object's hotpoint. The hotpoint of every object class is the point (0,0) as viewed in Class Mode. Placement of the hotpoint within the class is determined by how the geometry is drawn around that point. For example, the class can be drawn so that (0,0) is in the center, on an edge, or even outside of the geometry. Unlike compact objects, long, thin objects rounding corners of paths can exhibit a fishtailing effect, especially when the hotpoint is near the leading edge of the object, as shown in Figure 1. Another feature that can affect the movement of objects is the ability to specify a negative speed or travel time for objects traveling on non-accumulating paths.
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Specifying a negative speed causes the object to travel in the reverse direction on a given path. This gives users the ability to have an object back into an area and pull out or vice versa. This is especially useful in animations that contain traffic of any type. The PLACE...ON commands for objects entering paths has a new option called SQUEEZE. When SQUEEZE is used with a PLACE...ON, all objects on the path behind the point at which the new object will enter are pushed back, allowing sufficient room for the new object. Objects can be SQUEEZEd at the end or at any offset of a path as well as before or after a particular object already residing on the path. This feature is ideal for animating conveyors that are loaded manually.
The addition of the AITACH trace file command lets the user connect objects to one another. All the objects then follow the movement of the leader object.
There is a single level of attachment. For example, Object 2 can be attached to Object 1, but Object 3 cannot also be attached to Object 1 while Object 2 is still attached. To create a string of objects, a user can simply attach 2 to 1 and then attach 3 to 2, and so on. The movement of all of the objects is controlled by the first object in the string, in this case, Object 1. The trace file commands need only manipulate the leader object, and all the other attached objects will follow.
Speed is also determined by the leader of the chain of objects. This new feature makes it simple to animate multi-car trains or vehicles in tow. The DETACH command is used to break the chain of objects at any point of attachment.
Features That Enhance
The Trace File A JUMP option has been added to the TIME command.
If JUMP is used, the trace file is automatically fastforwarded until a TIME command is encountered with a value that is equal to or greater than the value specified after the JUMP keyword. For example, a TIME JUMP 100 command issued in the trace file will fast forward the animation until it executed a TIME 100 or higher TIME command.
The animation then begins to run at the specified viewing speed, processing trace file commands normally. This is a way to skip large warm-up periods in an animation without needing to stop and enter a fastforward time via the Run Mode menu.
There is an option in the file menu that allows the writing of an abridged form of the trace file. When creating an abridged trace file, a full version of the trace file must first exist. A user determines the start and end times of the trace file that will be incorporated into the abridged version. This is especially useful in preparing animations for presentations.
The abridged trace file contains the information needed to immediately update the state of the animation to the start time specified in the abridged trace file and continue running normally until the user-specified end time is reached. The abridged trace file eliminates any delays that would be incurred because of the additional trace file commands that are executed during a standard fast-forward. Animation's unmatched features make it the perfect tool for each of these phases regardless of the application.
